1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

A city is quintessentially a complex system consisting of multiple interacting agents such as individual residents, employment centres and transport infrastructure \[[@RSOS180863C1],[@RSOS180863C2]\]. The complexity manifests itself through diverse spatial organizations: monocentric cities where most of the economic activity takes place at the CBD \[[@RSOS180863C3]\], polycentric cities with multiple subcentres (or 'edge' cities) \[[@RSOS180863C4]--[@RSOS180863C6]\] and dispersed sprawl (or 'edgeless') cities \[[@RSOS180863C7]\]. Moreover, cities can undergo transitions in their urban structures. Driving such transitions are changes in the factors determining economies and diseconomies of agglomeration for both firms and residents \[[@RSOS180863C8]--[@RSOS180863C11]\].

While urban dynamics have been extensively studied in the past, a unified framework centred on thermodynamics of urban transformations has not been yet developed (see \[[@RSOS180863C12]\]). In particular, the analysis and modelling of urban transformations as phase transitions, defined in a rigorous thermodynamic setting, remains an open challenge, despite recent attempts in spatial economics over short time scales \[[@RSOS180863C11]\]. This paper aims to refocus the research field on Urban Thermodynamics, considering critical phenomena including phase transitions in a principled way, based on the underlying thermodynamic concepts (energy potentials, entropy, order parameters, etc.), for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium scenarios. This approach will enable systematic calibrations of such thermodynamic models with real-world data and scenarios at different overlapping time scales.

We develop a statistical--mechanical model displaying phase transitions, using the maximum entropy principle in a dynamic setting, and define the thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformations. The model is calibrated to Greater Sydney Census data and is shown to exhibit a phase transition between a monocentric dispersed and polycentric clustered urban forms. This phase transition is induced by the variation of the attractiveness of the residential neighbourhoods, measured by the density of local services, given the transportation cost. While quantitative studies of urban transformation typically focus on statistical analysis of spatial evolution of cities \[[@RSOS180863C13]--[@RSOS180863C17]\], the thermodynamic approach developed in this paper enables a rigorous analysis of critical dynamics in a wide class of urban systems, as well as quantitative explorations of diverse 'what-if' scenarios with respect to a generic and precise efficiency measure.

Our model is based on the Boltzmann--Lotka--Volterra (BLV) method \[[@RSOS180863C18]--[@RSOS180863C21]\]. The BLV models involve two components: a fast equilibration, 'Boltzmann', component and a slow dynamic, 'Lotka--Volterra', component. The Boltzmann component applies maximum entropy principle to derive the static flow patterns of commodities and residents consistent with given spatial distributions \[[@RSOS180863C22]\]. The Lotka--Volterra component evolves the spatial distribution and the flow pattern of a commodity according to generalized Lotka--Volterra equations for spatially distributed competitors. In our model of Greater Sydney the Lotka--Volterra equations make suburbs compete for local services, and suburbs with more services become more attractive residential places. The resultant urban dynamics exhibit critical regimes, interpreted as urban phase transitions, where a small variation in suitably chosen (control) parameters changes the global outcomes measured via specific aggregated quantities (order parameters). This is in line with the idea that, despite the complexity of urban system, only few parameters may be necessary to understand drastic macroscopic changes \[[@RSOS180863C23]\].

The maximum entropy method \[[@RSOS180863C24]\] has been applied to a variety of collective phenomena \[[@RSOS180863C25],[@RSOS180863C26]\] and urban modelling \[[@RSOS180863C22]\], suggesting a formal analogy between urban and thermodynamic systems \[[@RSOS180863C27]--[@RSOS180863C29]\]. In studying transformations in the Greater Sydney region as thermodynamic phenomena, we construct the corresponding phase diagram with respect to suitably chosen control parameters. In doing so we use the Fisher information, which measures the sensitivity of a probability distribution to the change in the control parameter, and diverges at critical points \[[@RSOS180863C30]--[@RSOS180863C34]\].

Our analysis further deepens the analogy between urban science and thermodynamics, using a clear thermodynamic interpretation of the Fisher information as the second derivative of free entropy. Specifically, we investigate the minimum work required to vary a control parameter and trace configuration entropy and internal energy, according with the first law of thermodynamics. The thermodynamic work is defined via Fisher information and thus can be computed solely based on probability distributions estimated from available data. Finally, we introduce the concept of *thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformation* as the ratio of the order gained during a change to the required work, and demonstrate that it is maximized at criticality for our case study.

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1.. Overview of the model {#s2a}
---------------------------

In our model, the population commutes between home and work place. The number of people commuting between employment areas *i* and residence areas *j* is given by the *travel-to-work* matrix *T*~*ij*~. Commuting trips have an associated cost *C*~*ij*~, e.g. travelling expenses, time or distance. *C*~*ij*~ represents the structure of the transport network, which may include the roads as well as different types of public transport. Employment areas are characterized by the average *income* *I*~*i*~ earned by the employees that, in combination with the travel-to-work matrix, provides the *flow of income* *Y*~*ij*~ = *T*~*ij*~*I*~*i*~. Residence areas are instead characterized by the average *rent* *R*~*j*~, and the amount of *services* *S*~*j*~ (the data used in modelling Greater Sydney is described in electronic supplementary material, §1).

We develop a BLV model for the predicted income flow $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$ in contrast with the actual income flow *Y*~*ij*~ obtained from the Census. The number of jobs available in each employment area is assumed to remain fixed, and therefore the income flowing out of each area is also fixed: $Y_{i}^{out} = \sum\limits_{j}Y_{ij}$. On the contrary, the population is allowed to redistribute among the suburbs. The services *S*~*j*~ and the population $P_{j} = \sum\limits_{i}(\mathcal{Y}_{ij}/I_{i})$ determine the *attractiveness* *A*~*j*~ of a suburb, which defines people's preference to live in, and therefore bring their income to *j*. When deciding where to settle, people consider the utility of living in attractive suburbs as well as the cost of commuting to work. In our model, this trade-off is controlled by two parameters, α and γ, which define, respectively, how much value is attributed to suburbs with respect to their attractiveness (social disposition) and how much discomfort is attributed to commuting trips with respect to costs (travel impedance).

The model further allows the urban services *S*~*j*~ (and therefore the attractiveness *A*~*j*~) to evolve, with these dynamics being slower than the resettling of people. When $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$ units of income are moved from employment areas *i* to residence areas *j*, part of it is spent on the rent *R*~*j*~ while the remainder can be spent on the services in *j*. Lotka--Volterra dynamics make suburbs compete for the services: if the income that can be spent in a suburb is higher than the cost of running the services in that suburb, these services of will grow, otherwise they will decrease. Every time *S*~*j*~ is updated, $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$ is recomputed using the maximum entropy principle, until an equilibrium is reached such that the income spent on services matches their running cost. This results in a converging sequence of income flow matrices from an initial $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{0}$ to a final $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$.

2.2.. The Boltzmann component {#s2b}
-----------------------------

The Boltzmann component of the model, informed by the maximum entropy principle, determines the least biased flow-of-income matrix $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$ which satisfies the constraints on the income that employment areas can produce, the attractiveness of the residence areas and the cost of travelling. Such flow of income is the one that maximizes the entropy$$H(\mathcal{Y}_{ij}) = - \sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\mathcal{Y}_{ij}\log\mathcal{Y}_{ij},$$for normalized $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$, subject to the constraints:$$\sum\limits_{j}\mathcal{Y}_{ij} = Y_{i}^{out},$$$$\sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\mathcal{Y}_{ij}A_{j} = A^{tot}$$$$\qquad{and}\qquad\sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\mathcal{Y}_{ij}C_{ij} = C^{tot}.$$The constraint in (2.2) fix the total income flowing out of the employment area *i* and towards all residence areas *j*. The constraint in (2.3) sets the total utility *A*^tot^ that people obtain by living in areas *j* with attractiveness *A*~*j*~. Our assumption is that people prefer to live in areas that are more populated, unless the population exceeds a saturation limit. We also assume that people prefer areas where more services are available. Therefore, we define the attractiveness of a residence area as *A*~*j*~ = log(*f*(*P*~*j*~) *S*~*j*~), where *f*(*P*~*j*~) is a function that assigns a score based on the population. The population score *f*(*P*~*j*~) increases linearly with the population *P*~*j*~, until it reaches a point of saturation *P*\*, after which additional population makes the score decrease at a certain rate *ω*, i.e. *f*(*P*~*j*~) = *P*~*j*~ if *P*~*j*~ ≤ *P*\* and *f*(*P*~*j*~) = *P*~*j*~ − *ω*(*P*~*j*~ − *P*\*) if *P*~*j*~ \> *P*\*. We set *ω* = 1.1 and estimated the point of saturation at 11 000 based on the observation that only four suburbs in Greater Sydney, which are much more populated than the others, have a population that exceeds this value. Finally, constraint (2.4) sets the total cost *C*^tot^ of commuting between employment and residence areas.

The maximum entropy solution to this problem is$$\mathcal{Y}_{ij} = \frac{Y_{i}^{\ast}e^{\alpha A_{j} - \gamma C_{ij}}}{Z_{i}},$$where $Z_{i} = \sum\limits_{\, j}e^{\alpha A_{j} - \gamma C_{ij}}$ are balancing factors. The parameters α and γ are the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the constraints in (2.3) and (2.4), and representing social disposition and impedance to travel, respectively.

We calibrate our model by identifying the optimal values $\hat{\alpha}$ and $\hat{\gamma}$ that agree with the initial output $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{0}$ best matching the actual flow of income *Y*~*ij*~ given by Census (see electronic supplementary material, §2). The evolution of the services is then modelled yielding a prediction $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$ within Greater Sydney.

2.3.. The Lotka--Volterra component {#s2c}
-----------------------------------

The Lotka--Volterra component of the model is given by the following dynamics for the services *S*~*j*~ over time *t*:$$\frac{dS_{j}}{dt} = \epsilon(\mathcal{Y}_{j}^{in} - R_{j}P_{j} - KS_{j}),$$where $\mathcal{Y}_{j}^{in} = \sum\limits_{i}\mathcal{Y}_{ij}$ is the total income flowing into the suburb *j* from all employment areas *i*, *ε* defines the size of the changes and *K* is a conversion factor such that *KS*~*j*~ is the cost of running services *S*~*j*~. According to (2.6), if the remaining income $\mathcal{Y}_{j}^{in} - R_{j}P_{j}$ (analogous to discretionary income, which also subtracts taxes) flowing into the suburb is sufficient to compensate for the running costs of the services *KS*~*j*~, then the services will grow, otherwise they will decrease. Since the attractiveness *A*~*j*~ is defined in terms of the services *S*~*j*~, the former quantity also evolves.

2.4.. Fisher information and thermodynamic efficiency {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------------------

Following a recently established relationship \[[@RSOS180863C34]\], the rate of change of the thermodynamic work can be determined using the Fisher information (see electronic supplementary material, §3):$$\frac{d\langle\beta W_{gen}\rangle}{d\alpha} = - \int_{\alpha_{0}}^{\alpha}F(\alpha^{\prime})\, d\alpha^{\prime} + c(\alpha^{0}),$$where the Fisher information was calculated over the parameter α (fixing the parameter γ) as$$F(\alpha) \equiv \sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}\left( \frac{d\log\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}}{d\alpha} \right)^{2} = \sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\frac{1}{\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}}\left( \frac{d\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}}{d\alpha} \right)^{2},$$for the maximum entropy solution $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$.

Finally, we define the thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformation, for a given value of α, as the reduction of entropy from the expenditure of work:$$\eta \equiv \frac{- dH(\mathcal{Y}_{ij})/d\alpha}{d\langle\beta W_{gen}\rangle/d\alpha}.$$This quantity corresponds to a change dα and hence relates to a *transformation*. This approach is motivated by the notion of thermodynamic efficiency of computation \[[@RSOS180863C34]\].

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

3.1.. Abrupt urban transformations {#s3a}
----------------------------------

We explore the model predictions $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$ over a range of values of the control parameters around their optimal values $\hat{\alpha}$ and $\hat{\gamma}$. We then compute the entropy $H(\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast})$ for the considered points within the phase diagram, tracing how the income distribution changes with respect to the control parameters. We observe that, while the entropy varies mostly linearly with respect to *γ*, it changes much more abruptly with the changes in α (see electronic supplementary material, §4), indicating a phase transition.

However, in order to rigorously localize the abrupt change in the dynamics of income flow with respect to *α*, we fix *γ* at the optimal value $\hat{\gamma}$ and compute the Fisher information over the phase space of *α*. The result is shown in [figure 1](#RSOS180863F1){ref-type="fig"}, which shows that the Fisher information peaks at $\overset{\sim}{\alpha} = 0.51$. This indicates that there is indeed a second-order phase transition in the space of *α*, the critical point $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$ of which is identified by the maximum value of the Fisher information, in line with the approach established in \[[@RSOS180863C31],[@RSOS180863C34],[@RSOS180863C35]\]. [Figure 1](#RSOS180863F1){ref-type="fig"} also shows $\hat{\alpha} = 0.43$ that best matches Sydney-2011 Census data, which is lower than the critical value $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$ but nevertheless is in the proximity of the phase transition, being located in the region where the Fisher information undergoes a rapid growth. Figure 1.Fisher information over *α*, ranging from 0.001 to 0.751 with steps of 0.01, with $\hat{\gamma} = 0.15$ (best match). The horizontal axis represents the values of *α*, while the vertical axis represents the Fisher information of the flow or income $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$. The red vertical bar indicates the value $\hat{\alpha} = 0.43$ for which $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{0}$ best matches the Sydney-2011 Census data, while the peak is at $\overset{\sim}{\alpha} = 0.51$. Note the second local peak at *α* = 0.68.

These results show that changes in the social disposition, away from its current value $\hat{\alpha}$, would significantly and abruptly change the flow distribution of income within Greater Sydney. This has an immediate effect on the spatial distribution of the population, driving an urban transformation from the *sprawling* phase to the *polycentric* phase. [Figure 2](#RSOS180863F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted population of Greater Sydney at fixed $\hat{\gamma}$ and four different values of *α*: (*a*) a low value, far before the critical point, (*b*) the best match with the Sydney-2011 Census data $\hat{\alpha}$, (*c*) the critical point $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$ and (*d*) a high value beyond the critical point. Since the average income *I*~*i*~ in the employment areas *i* does not change, the population of each suburb *j* is directly obtained from the flow of income $\mathcal{Y}_{ij}^{\ast}$ predicted by the model. Figure 2.The predicted population of Greater Sydney. The region is partitioned into the 270 residence areas, which are coloured based on their population. The grey areas represent national reserves and parks, Kingsford Smith airport and Port Botany, which are not considered as residence areas. (*a*) Predicted population with *α* = 0.09, corresponding to the sprawling urban phase. (*b*) Predicted population with $\hat{\alpha} = 0.43$, corresponding to the best match with Sydney-2011 Census data. (*c*) Predicted population with $\overset{\sim}{\alpha} = 0.51$, corresponding to the critical regime. (*d*) Predicted population with α = 0.71, corresponding to the polycentric urban phase.

For the low value of *α* ([figure 2](#RSOS180863F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*), corresponding to the sprawling urban phase, the model shows a quite homogeneous distribution of the population, with the areas around the City of Sydney and other major urban areas being only slightly more populated than the other surrounding areas. As we move to $\hat{\alpha}$ ([figure 2](#RSOS180863F2){ref-type="fig"}*b*), the population aggregates around the major urban areas, although the City of Sydney seems to be the only highly populated area. We note that this is the predicted population of Greater Sydney corresponding to the actual value of social disposition matching the Census data. At the critical point $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$ ([figure 2](#RSOS180863F2){ref-type="fig"}*c*), all the major urban areas become clearly more highly populated than the surrounding areas, and Greater Sydney starts to display a polycentric aggregation. Finally, this polycentric aggregation becomes more pronounced in the polycentric urban phase, represented by the high value of α ([figure 2](#RSOS180863F2){ref-type="fig"}*d*): the areas of the City of Sydney, Parramatta, Penrith, Campbelltown and Gosford are clearly identifiable by a higher population compared with the surrounding.

Sydney-2011 profile, lying within the sprawling phase but near the phase transition, displays features of a polycentric metropolis, which accentuate beyond the critical point. However, the dynamics of the polycentric phase are not steady (cf. [figure 1](#RSOS180863F1){ref-type="fig"} for $\alpha > \overset{\sim}{\alpha}$), and so the transformations may suffer from tangible fluctuations and loss of predictability in social dynamics. In fact, a secondary transformation is captured by the secondary local peak of the Fisher information, around *α* = 0.68 ([figure 1](#RSOS180863F1){ref-type="fig"}) and corresponding to notable population decline in the suburbs north of Gosford (see electronic supplementary material, Movie S1). 'Double percolation' phase transitions have been observed in clustered complex networks with spatio-temporal dynamics \[[@RSOS180863C36]\], and multiple peaks detected by the Fisher information may relate to this phenomenon, given the clustered connectivity of urban aggregations.

3.2.. Deepening the thermodynamic analogy {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------

An important consideration in making a thermodynamic analogy is a choice of the protocol according to which the control parameters are varied, so that the corresponding changes in the required work, energy and configuration entropy, as well as symmetry breaking \[[@RSOS180863C37]\], can be traced. Specifically, we consider a quasi-static protocol varying *α*, at the expenditure of some required work, and driving changes from the sprawling urban phase to the polycentric phase, across the phase transition. For a quasi-static protocol, the required work is minimal, i.e. the work matches the free energy of the system.

It has been recently shown that for quasi-static processes the second derivative of the generalized work *W*~gen~ with respect to a control parameter is proportional to the negative of the Fisher information \[[@RSOS180863C34]\]. We refer to generalized work in the sense of Jaynes \[[@RSOS180863C24]\] (for more details about generalized quantities and their relationship with the Fisher information, see electronic supplementary material, §3). Given this relationship, we obtain the rate of change of the work with respect to *α* by numerically integrating the negative of the Fisher information in [figure 1](#RSOS180863F1){ref-type="fig"}. The result is shown in [figure 3](#RSOS180863F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*, demonstrating that the rate of change of the work decreases with *α*, with this change becoming more pronounced in the proximity of the optimal value $\hat{\alpha}$, being steepest around the critical point $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$. Figure 3.(*a*) The rates of change of the work *W*~gen~ (green line) and the internal energy *U*~gen~ (red line). (*b*) The thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformation, *η*, defined as the order-to-work ratio. In both graphs the vertical lines represent the values of the control parameter $\hat{\alpha}$ (red line), which best matches the Sydney-2011 Census data, and $\overset{\sim}{\alpha}$ (blue line), the critical value.

[Figure 3](#RSOS180863F3){ref-type="fig"}*a* also shows the rate of change of the internal energy of the system *U*~gen~. This quantity is obtained from the rates of change of the work *W*~gen~ and the configuration entropy $H(\mathcal{Y}_{ij})$---according to the first law of thermodynamics (in the case of quasi-static processes) a change in the internal energy corresponds to the sum of the changes in entropy and work: $\Delta\langle U_{gen}\rangle = \Delta\langle W_{gen}\rangle + \Delta H(\mathcal{Y}_{ij})$, where the angle brackets represent average values over the ensemble. The rate of change of the internal energy decreases with *α* similar to the rate of change of the work. The difference between the two rates of change (i.e. the rate of change of the entropy) is larger around the critical point, when the flow of income exhibits a tendency towards the polycentric phase.

The thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformations for Greater Sydney, *η*, is shown in [figure 3](#RSOS180863F3){ref-type="fig"}*b*. It can be seen that *η* is very low in the sprawling phase, increases towards the phase transition and then tends to slowly decrease, while also exhibiting the secondary local peak. This ratio is in a mid-range for the value $\hat{\alpha}$ corresponding to Sydney-2011 Census data. It is also evident that the social disposition estimated from the Sydney-2011 data characterizes the sprawling phase, distinct from the polycentric phase.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

The transition of cities between different patterns of urban settlement (dispersed, monocentric, polycentric, etc.) has become a central problem in urban planning. In this study we investigated the urban dynamics from a statistical mechanical viewpoint, deriving a thermodynamic description and applying it to a case study of Greater Sydney. This approach complements the maximum entropy principle with dynamics of evolving urban structures at different time scales, identifies phase transitions using Fisher information and quantifies the thermodynamic efficiency of urban transformations.

The model has been calibrated to Census data and geospatial datasets and exhibits a clear phase transition between a dispersed configuration, in which the population settles homogeneously within Greater Sydney, and a polycentric configuration, in which the population aggregates in a few highly populated urban clusters. Two salient quantities are represented by the attractiveness of suburbs, in terms of services available to the population, and the commuting costs. The phase transition was shown to be induced by the control parameter accounting for social disposition---a factor balancing the suburbs' attractiveness---rather than the parameter tracking travel impedance.

A recent plan by the Greater Sydney Commission \[[@RSOS180863C38]\] envisaged a tripartite Greater Sydney region, with a western parkland city, a central river city around greater Parramatta and an eastern harbour city. Under the assumptions used in this study, such a tripartite arrangement is possible only under a narrow set of constraints and lies in the polycentric urban phase, separated from the current sprawling phase by a phase transition. Thus, a major urban transformation is likely to pass through a critical regime with its inherent fluctuations and loss of predictability in social dynamics. Nevertheless, a set of policies informed by a quantitative approach may steer this transformation exploiting the resultant gain in efficiency. A wide class of other urban scenarios may also be considered within the proposed approach, in which the concise thermodynamic descriptions are derived purely based on probability distributions estimated from available data.
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###### Animation of urban transformations within Greater Sydney

Sydney Informatics Hub at the University of Sydney provided access to HPC computational resources that have contributed to the research results reported within the paper.
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